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Abstract: Cloud computing is to compute a task assigned to a
set of connections, software and services that can be utilized by
the user over a network. The trending need of Cloud
infrastructure has drastically scale up the energy need of data
centers, which has become a critical issue. In the row also lead to
high carbon emission which is not environment friendly so there
is a need of energy efficient approach in cloud computing The
research paper aims to reach a theoretical notion of sustainable
development with proposing an incentive for reducing global
warming through effective clustering techniques and methods.
This paper aims to reduce cloud events by applying map reduce
on large event clusters formed in cloud. The purpose of the paper
is to develop a better methodology for handling the events of
cloud computing and possibly clustering and reducing the similar
types of events. This approach might lead to the reduction of
carbon-dioxide gas (which is a greenhouse gas) by less usage of
servers in cloud data centers. With the advent of IT services in
cloud computing energy consumption it is necessary for the
developing technology to progress towards sustainable
development rather thrashing and harnessing energy from every
possible means.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Clustering, Cloud Data centers,
Clustering Algorithms, K-Means Clustering, Map-Reduce,
Resource Identification and Clustering.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In service oriented architecture Cloud Computing is a
prominent and emerging paradigm. Kwon et al. [14] Cloud
Computing holds first place in Gartners’s top 10 strategic
technologies list. According to Gatzuigrivas et al. [15], there
are various resources say computing power, storage capacity
and so on and the services that vary from database services,
messaging services and many others can be availed and
relinquished on the basis of immediate demand of deployed
application. Cloud computing is basically a mixture of
various established technologies say virtualization and
approaches say service oriented architecture. Cloud
computing broaden the area of platform used and the types
of application offered. Cloud computing provides a means
to configure, reconfigure and attach and detached servers as
and when required.
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In cloud environment servers may be physical or virtual
computing power. Advanced form of Cloud computing
involves various other resources like Firewall, Storage Area
Network, network devices and other network security
machines and equipments. Birman [1] has a notion for
Cloud and network usage in it. There are also some
environmental impacts [2] of cloud computing. Arif [3] has
a valid description of Cloud Computing and its
environmental impact. In our approach, we proposed a
model to reduce similar type of events in Cloud computing
so that reduced events for cloud servers can be possible to
minimize harmful impact on the environment. We have used
the k-means clustering, k-medoid optimization and MapReduce concept. K-means clustering associates a group of
data points into a lesser number of clusters. Map-reduce are
a framework for processing parallelizable problems across
the large datasets. The aim of the research in the broader
view is to reduce the global warming by minimizing the
carbon emission. It is well-known that with the continuous
processing on servers the heat is emitted which is allowed to
reduce with the usage of air-conditioned server-rooms, this
one way or another results into increase of carbon dioxide
concentration in the environment. Therefore, to build a clean
and green environment with cloud computing many
redundant events can be reduced or removed by applying
various clustering techniques which may lead to lesser and
lesser energy usage and waste.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Cloud Computing has its preliminary foundation over
providing the hardware, which helps the cloud to run
referred as the data centers. Cloud data centers can be
considered as a concenter repository for the storage and
management of data. Within cloud data centers there are
many cooling and electrical devices that do not directly
provide services but are notable power utilizes of a cloud
data centers. Economy in scale is one of the major benefits
of cloud computing. When a large number of users access
the common computing services, the user wise cost and
utilization of servers are quite optimal. More [4] provided
the use of cloud computing for E-Governance services
implementation.
Infrastructure-As-A-Service
(IAAS),
Platform-As-A-Service (PAAS), Software-As-A-Service
(SAAS) are three types of services provided by the Cloud
Computing. Built on top of the data centers layers, IAAS
layer provides the process of computing in infrastructure to
the end users for example- storage capacity, CPU usage etc.
PAAS allows the cloud user to deploy the application
created by him/her on the cloud providers’ infrastructures, in
this way the user pays for platform software components
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which comprises its associated infrastructure cost such as
operating systems, database, and middleware. SAAS allows
the cloud user to access and use of providers’ applications
running in cloud infrastructures can be termed as a service
on demand. Multi-tenancy is the core feature of SAAS.
SAAS removes the restriction to make environment for each
application on the individual computers. There are some
more case studies over cloud computing [5], [6], [7]
provided by many researchers. Gattulli [8] provided various
routing algorithms for cloud computing.

Fig-1: Foundation Stones of Cloud Computing
III.

PROPOSED WORK

The change of the state of a system marked as an event to
occur at a particular instant. In the way meeting a group of
friend’s events generates a stream processing query. On the
other hand, It dynamically collects social activities, official
meetings and different talks into different event clusters.
Similarly clustering classifies networks related issues into
DoS (Denial of Service) attack, communication failures
etc.To assess such issues web based stream clustering
algorithms heavily dependent on event characteristics.
Stream oriented events looks like a relational database based
tuple whose attributes may be considered as
multidimensional that can be used at the time of clustering.
We can consider a event related to meeting as an instance
that can be characterized by various attributes like time of
meeting held, location of meeting, department name and
number of participants. These types of attributes
inadequately supports in cluster formation process. This
may degrade the quality of the formed clusters.
In our research paper, we proposed a framework by which
using clustering and event classification reduction in events
can be done consequently it heavily impact on green issues
related to cloud servers.
The term ‘Clustering’ or ‘Cluster Analysis’ can be
understood as the grouping of similar types of items in one
set referred as Cluster. Many clustering algorithms [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13] have been provided by many researchers.
From the perspective of data mining it is one of the
fundamental concepts to grasp. Various algorithms are used
to find the significant characteristics in the items that can
allow them to form a cluster. But the notion of ‘cluster’
cannot be defined efficiently which is the main reason for
proposing various algorithms. In cloud computing the aim
for forming the cluster of various events could not be
fulfilled by using only one algorithm so we have performed
a comparative study for the best suitable algorithm. The Kmeans clustering, resource identification and clustering and
Map-Reduce technique has helped the comparative study to
reach its desired goal.
The overall work will be described in the following
flowchart:
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Fig-2: Event Reducing Model
The approach has the existence in the creation of the events
in to the formal relational tuple placed in the process. Each
and every basic events attribute value is to be converted in
to the tuple and have a set relation with each other’s. These
relations between the attributes will become the base for
formation of the clusters; K-medoid clustering algorithm is
applied to construct object whose average dissimilarity is
minimal with all other objects with in cluster. It can be
defined as that object of a cluster, whose average
dissimilarity to all the objects in the cluster is minimal. The
steps involve creating the approach is as follows:
Step
1: Take the process under consideration for the
optimization.
Step
2: Find out the various events took placed within
the process to complete, treat them as the attributes.
In my proposed model, an event is treated as a relational
tuple with the form (a1, a2, a3,a4,….., an), where a1 may be
treated as event id that uniquely represents the event
occurred, a2 may be time of event occurred and remaining
a2,a3,….an are the attribute values of the event.
Step
3: With the attributes created in the step 2 draw
relational tuple table of the events.
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Table 1:
Event ID

Date and Time

Source

18487

12/08/19 12:54:59 pm

MSSQL$SQL
SERVER

1309

12/08/19 12:54:27 pm

Asp.net

18487

12/08/19 12:51:46 pm

Logon
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Step
4: Now apply the k-medoid clustering algorithm to
find out the centrally located objects of each of the table
(cluster) vi
Step
5: Now we have the set of the objects from v1 to vn
for each of the relational tuple table apply map–reduce
algorithm on the set.
Step
6: We will create a cluster of objects, up to above
mentioned step 5, with minimal dissimilarity to all other
objects within the cluster.
The above approach can formed in the form of the algorithm
provided below:
• The approach uses the events log in the form of formal
relational tuple. Each and every basic events attribute
value is to be converted in to the tuple.
• These relations between the attributes will become the
base for formation of the clusters.
• Use the K-medoid clustering algorithm to create cluster
in which all the objects have minimal average
dissimilarity.
The steps involve creating clusters are as follows:
Step 1: Take the group of events from the event log for the
optimization.
Step 2: Find out the various events took placed within the
group of event to complete, treat them as the tuple.
An event is a tuple from the event log that takes the form:
(Event ID, Date and Time, Source):
Event ID: an attribute that uniquely identiﬁes the event.
Date and Time: the time when the event occurred.
Source: the origin of event occurrence.
Step 3: Process the event log to create relational tuple table
of the events as defined in step 2.
Step 4: Following clustering algorithm is used to find out
the centrally located event for cluster vi

Once the clustering is done, all the key objects are assigned
to a particular cluster based on the extent of similarity to the
medoid data item of that cluster.
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Step 5: Now events in clusters v1 to vn reduces multiple
similar events into a single event by application of mapping
and reducing function.
Map- takes Cluster v and Event ID in that cluster and return
each Event ID and an associated count of occurrences of
that Event ID.
Reduce –takes Event ID and its count of occurrences
in Cluster v and merge together all Event ID basis of
its count of occurrences.Map(Cluster vi , Event ID)
for each Event ID in Cluster vi
number of counts=number of
occurrences of
Event ID;
return(Event ID, number of counts);
Reduce (Event ID, number of counts)
for each value in number of counts
R_Event ID=Event ID;
return (R_Event ID);
Step 6: With the step 5 we will create a group of the
dissimilar events which represent the reduced set of events.
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

In cloud computing, Event driven service oriented
architecture is frequently used. In our approach we
considered the event clustering to minimize the similar and
duplicate type of events from different private clouds and
then these events are used in event orchestration system
which is accountable to identify services in the public cloud
to provide these services at user level. Implementation of
this technique impacts on the domain of huge and redundant
events by reducing in number by large. Consequently it
reduces the load of event orchestration engine. By this not
only the performance of the system will improves also it
improves the service availability to the user in an efficient
and effective manner.
For the implementation of the model we have implemented
the above algorithm on the Matlab with raw data as the log
file from the cloud server.
Sample Log File:
Level Date and Time Source Event ID Task Category
Information
8/12/2019
12:42:44
PM
MSSQL$SQLEXPRESS 18487 (4) "The description for
Event ID 18487 from source MSSQL$SQLEXPRESS
[CLIENT: <local machine>] " Warning
8/12/2019
12:42:20 PM
ASP.NET 4.0.30319.0
1309
(3)
"The description for An unhandled exception has occurred.
8/12/2019 12:42:20 PM
8/12/2019 7:12:20 AM
f077bfaeef104befaeb692a5a1496230 Application.evtx log
file imported in the Matlab:
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Fig-3: Raw data of application log

Fig-4: Pre-processing-1 application log

Fig-5: Pre-processing-2 application log
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Fig-6: Implementation of K-medoids

V.

RESULT

Fig-7: Events cluster graph
aimed to reach a sustainable development by contributing
lesser harm from the cloud computing world

For optimization of cloud servers; we have taken the events
from the event log of cloud servers, preprocess the data of
event logs to extract the events. Then apply the K-Medoid
clustering algorithm on event log which provides cluster
wise events. Cluster with least Medoid value is most
suitable for implementation of Map-Reduce algorithm. With
the application of the map-reduce algorithm we have
reduced the events in the obtained cluster significantly by
extraction of unique events.
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